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Sad as it may seem, I have been appointed to the only position that no one wanted (Edit 

Hare).  So, I have decided to issue a regular magazine – again. 

Many have been secretly wishing to know more about the inner workings of The Hash & 

what is actually going on.  So, this renewed magazine “will fill you in”. 
 

There will be the usual popular articles on such things as: Recipes; Politics; Religion; Medical 

Problems, and the answers to “The World, The Universe, and Everything”. 

There will be a column for “Letters to The Edit Hare” for anything on your mind.  Like: how 

impressed you are with The Shag, through to comments on the latest runs. 

There will be a personal column for “Questions to Uncle Perky” for advice on your latest, 

deepest, personal worries and how to be helped.  Some cannot understand why they get 

cold running across muddy fields in the rain in winter in little clothing – and even why they do 

it.  There will be answers to this and other such Knotty problems. 
 

To those who are on the WhatsApp group you will already know the results of the voting at 

the AGPU.  The appointments are listed below for those not in the Group.  There was fierce 

fighting for the posts and because of this, and of complaints and rumours of improper vote 

casting last year, it was decided we should appoint two scrutineers to oversee the event.  

These are as listed below.  They were chosen for their ability to stay sober and, having 

witnessed lots of chaos before.  It was sad to see X-Rated cry so profusely at not being 

appointed GM again, but the Meeting felt it necessary in case we became complacent at 

being controlled the way we had been. 

 

Committee 

Grand Master – Stiff 

Joint Masters - X-Rated & L’ Escargot 

Hare Razor - Spider-Man  

Religious Advisor - Le Caniveau  

Beeer Master - Lightweight  

Hash Cash - FC 

Haberdasher - Fruitcake 

Edit Hare - Perky 

Mee Mee - LittleSWanker 

Soc. Com – Fruitcake & Snail’s Nuts 

 

AGPU Scrutineers –  

Sir Lunchi of BH3, Sleepy of BH3 

 

Membership Cards:  These will be issued after consultation with the Treasurer on who are 

paid-up members. 
 

The intention is for a Shag once a month.  If you cannot handle a Shag once a month then let 

me know.  And, it will be produced ONLY in traditional Chinese paper form – this will 

encourage you to attend the Hash weekly to ensure you get a copy. 
 

SO, it is now up to you all - to support this magazine with as much vibrant news as you can. 
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